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By Megan Whalen Turner

Greenwillow Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 352 pages. Discover the world of the Queens
ThiefThick as Thieves is the eagerly anticipated new stand-alone novel set in the world of the
Queens Thief. New York Times-bestselling author Megan Whalen Turners entrancing and award-
winning Queens Thief novels bring to life the world of the epics and feature one of the most
charismatic and incorrigible characters of fiction, Eugenides the thief. Megan Whalen Turners
Queens Thief novels are rich with political machinations and intrigue, battles lost and won,
dangerous journeys, divine intervention, power, passion, revenge, and deception. Perfect for fans
of Leigh Bardugo, Marie Lu, Patrick Rothfuss, and George R. R. Martin. Kamet, a secretary and slave
to his Mede master, has the ambition and the means to become one of the most powerful people in
the Empire. But with a whispered warning the future he envisioned is wrenched away, and he is
forced onto a very different path. Set in the world of the Queens Thief, this epic adventure sees an
ordinary hero take on an extraordinary mission. The Queens Thief novels have been praised by
writers, critics, reviewers, and fans, and have been honored with glowing reviews, best of citations,
and numerous...
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ReviewsReviews

Very good e-book and beneficial one. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am e ortlessly could get a pleasure of looking at a
written book.
-- Alphonso Beahan-- Alphonso Beahan

This publication is definitely worth purchasing. Yes, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the author write this publication.
-- Odie Dicki-- Odie Dicki
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